
Get Star�ed Early with Exclusive Access to Venue Info!

Mariage Blanc Designs, has had the pleasure and opportunity of working with numerous venues over 
the past several years. During this time, our team has worked extensively in investing countless hours 
on researching, corresponding, and networking with many various types of venues.  
 
From catering halls, to mansions, to gardens, to barns, we have outlined a vast array of over 100 venues 
in the Tri-State area of NY, as well as, New Jersey, Connecticut, & Pennsylvania. More specifically, we 
typically service Rockland, Orange, Westchester, New York City, Bergen, Passaic, Morris, & Fairfield 
counties. We have exclusive information regarding venue pricing, guest capacity, catering policies, 
parking, and much more! That would otherwise not be found with you googling yourself into oblivion. 
 
Let us help you decide on the perfect location for your celebration! Each venue is listed in order from 
the lowest price point to the highest price point, in each state. Venue shopping can feel overwhelmingly 
stressful, exhausting, and time-consuming. I mean do you really want to make all those pesky phone 
calls? Not to mention, many venues will not disclose pricing info without an actual scheduled visit. 
Although we understand this aspect of the industry, its pretty pointless setting up appointments with 
certain venues if they go way above your price point. We’re talking about when you’re pretty adamant 
that you’re not going to be spending $300.00 per guest. That’s why we did a lot of the work for you! A 
lot of our Clients are busy working their 9 to 5 and don’t necessarily have the time to make all these calls 
or visit all these venues. We believe this will help you narrow down your options tremendously, so that 
the process is more enjoyable for you and so that you can make a confident decision on a venue for your 
big day. 
 
Get this exclusive e-book deal for only $25.00! What’s even better is, if you decide to book a Wedding or 
Event Package with us…the price of the e-book will automatically be deducted from your overall 
package. Don’t want to commit to a package just yet? That’s fine because you will still get the 
opportunity to take advantage of this great deal! So what are you waiting for? Let’s get started! To 
purchase, please email info@mariageblancdesigns with “Venue E-Book” in the subject line. We’ll send 
you an exclusive link to complete the transaction, and you’ll receive your e-book shortly after.  
 
All rights for the e-book are reserved & copyrighted. There will be no copyright infringement. You may 
not purchase then re-purpose or re-sell this information/material for your own benefit or the benefit of 
others. Failure to oblige will result in legal action proceedings.  


